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ABSTRACT There are many problems in cellular communications cannot be resolved traditionally. The
quantum communications can add new dimensions, safety, encryption and solution to the traditional
networks because of its robust physical strength. However, it is not entirely realised how to adapt the quantum
into the traditional communications because it is not entirely utilised. This paper addresses the necessary
guidelines and assessments for future quantum solutions to the standard mobile cloud networks. In particular,
using entanglement phenomenon to increase the performance of the X2 application (X2-AP) protocol by
minimising the overhead signalling, represented by the time and energy consumption the conventional cloud
encounters. We intended to offer a delay reduction while adapting the quantum technique into the cloud by
modelling the latency of both paradigms. Finally, increasing the number of photons has decreased the delay
to about 40% compared to the traditional network. In addition, the energy efficiency in the quantum case has
been increased while decreasing the power consumption by about 10%.

INDEX TERMS Energy efficiency, handover, mobile networks, quantum teleportation.

I. INTRODUCTION
The growing number of network’s users (UEs) demanding
higher bandwidth, low latency, low power utilization, and
effective energy distribution [1], [2]. Concerning traditional
communications, the improvement of next generation, espe-
cially 6G metrics is conclusive, a decrease in the transistor’s
size would not be feasible in the future because of production
constraints [3], [4]. Likewise, a circuit should have twice
every two years the number of industrial transistors; this rule
also has a limit. Similarly, electrical systems are constrained
in power consumption and processing delay [5]. Hopefully,
the servers demand is minimized by offering cloud radio
connectivity networks in conventional mobile networks to
reduce the power consumption. In addition, by virtualizing
the cloud core baseband (BBU) units in the cloud platform,
the energy consumption is further reduced [6]. Additional
solutions are suggested, like a software-defined network that
improves the scalability and maintenance challenges while
unifying the control level of possible networks [7]. Moreover,
self-organising the configuration of networks shall predict
the possible future events, which optimises their operations.

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Chan Hwang See.

Besides, some work has been done to maximise the usable
bandwidth resources blocks. However, occupying the stingy
amount of resource blocks shall come to an end due to
the inherent low available bandwidth, and maximising these
will no longer increase the spectral performance [8]. There-
fore, the struggles continues in the classical communication
even when the most effective technologies are used [9]. Not
to mention the inherently unsolvable delay problem that is
physically related to the distance of the channels, and pro-
cessing delay. This causes the communication calls to be
blocked and UEs outage [10]. Hence, the quantum domain
may offer the required solution [11]. Generally, applying
quantum methods to mobile communications is unusual. The
truth is that quantum computation is incomplete itself [12].
Moreover, classical behaviors and quantum behavior vary
tremendously [13]. Optical communications technologies
have several quantum features represented by optical fibers,
laser sources for photons to be produced, and the light on
the receiver side to be sensed [14]. However, only one wave
property is utilised and seen in the classical sense out of
the two photon’s characteristics. The photon operates based
on how a photon is measured and modified in both wave
and particle properties [15]. Recently, quantum computing
applications and advances have been spreading, such as
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quantum entanglement, quantum routing, quantum repeating,
quantum relay and encoder/decoder, quantum synchroniza-
tion, quantum memory and quantum cryptography [16].

In the literature, the upcoming cloud networks has been a
candidate for next generation, especially 6G, to reduce the
power consumption of the traditional networks. By combin-
ing the base band units (BBUs) of the legacy sites in one
place, leaving the cell site as simple as it contains the antenna,
amplifier and radio frequency unit, called remote radio head
(RRH). Less cooling, less total power consumption, less rent-
ing cost, more cooperative and collaborative procedure will
be gained. However, some disadvantages have been assured
such as the need tomore complicated algorithm to run the net-
work. In addition, more channel delay that is originated due
to shifting the data plane processing to far-away data center.
Furthermore, more significant number of signalling control
planes contributes to higher power consumption, complex-
ity, latency and increases the rate the blocking calls [17].
In contrast, the ideal handover must overcome the traditional
procedure and offers less power consumption and less delay.
In this work, we proposed a power and time delay saver
approach that uses quantum entanglement to reduce the inher-
ent signalling delay of the X2-AP protocol, classically used
for the handover process. For that purpose, we have proposed
a time delay model to measure the classical and quantum
delays. The latter have caused some power consumption and
energy efficiency trade offs within the quantum method com-
pared to the traditional network. Nevertheless, a simplified
power model have been proposed to calculate both classical
and quantum network consumption. We may summarise the
contributions of the proposed work as follow:
1) The already used X2-AP handover protocol causes

large amount of signalling represented by the time and
power consumption. Subsequently, quantum entangle-
ment phenomena has been used as a handover process
instead of the traditional method. The former can utilise
a hidden channel amongst the generated photons to
transfer the information amongst the mobile radio heads
with zero delay.

2) The proposed method have replaced the successive
classical signalling, each with corresponding entangled
photon. Classically, when the remote heads tries to com-
municate with the each others asking for handover, the
destination and source remote head uses classical sig-
nals with time and energy perspectives. The quantum
method has replaced such communication by changing
the behaviour of one of the entangled photons (suppose
in the source remote head) to pass the information
without a delay to the other photon (supposed in the
destination remote head) to reduce the overall latency
of the network.

3) Passing an information without delay means the power
consumption can also be reduced. Classically such
power consumption is originated from generating the
classical signalling and transmit to the other network

parties. In the quantum method, the consumption of
generating the signals has been ignored. Rather, it was
replaced by a consumption that is originated from
generating the entangled photons, circuit drivers and
receivers. These consumers have been compared with
the classical method by deriving power models for both
methods. Based on the latter, and the UEs data rates, the
energy efficiency have been compared by assuming the
network is serving an amount of UEs aimed to move
from one cell to another.

As far as the authors know, there is no similar work
that tackled reducing the delay and power consumption by
using the quantum method that is adapted within the mobile
network.

The rest of the paper has been organized as follows.
In Section II, the relatedworks are summarized. In Section III,
we have discussed the quantum fundamentals. In addition,
in Section IV, we discussed the adaptation of quantum
and cloud networks. The quantum handover performance
is included in Section V. Finally, we focuses on the system
evaluation by examining the classical delay, quantum delay,
and energy efficiency.

II. RELATED WORKS
In [18], the adaptive cost that is originated from using quan-
tum technology in classical communication has been dis-
cussed. The cluster head selection policy is solved by using
the quantum approximate optimization algorithm to achieve
an energy-efficient network.

In [19], the technical aspects of quantum computer based
systems such as quantum memory, quantum gate, quantum
control, and quantum error correction have been introduced.
The entropy of quantum channels is studied in [20]. In [21],
a quantum repeater was proposed to reduce network errors
while evaluating the channel capacity. In [22], a satellite
has been utilised to exchange entangled photons over one
hundreds of kilometers channel long. In [23], as well as
in [24], models are proposed to provide a solution by using
entanglement security in quantum internet networks. More-
over, the authors of [25] have proposed a multi-layer pro-
cess for optimising internet based quantum networks. This
technology limits the processing time of the node’s quantum
memory, improves the connection performance, and reduces
the amount of signaling. In [26], entanglement theory is used
to protect network security by enabling quantum based key
distribution. Following, the researchers in [27] have used
the free space to distribute entangled photons over 13.5 km
experimentally. The authors showed that these photons can
always survive such a long distance. Subsequently, classical
data is transmitted between parts through quantum teleporta-
tion channels [28]. In [29], the progressive bits are encoded
using optical fiber by using a transmission connection, and
the transmitted photonic array is used to improve the final
network throughput. The author of [30] showed that tradi-
tional data and quantum data could be transmitted without
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TABLE 1. Related works within quantum communications and quantum
computing.

using the photon invisible sound transmission coefficient
to divide the reference signal. In [31], the authors have
distributed high-dimensional quantum states over 2 km of
multi core fiber. They demonstrated how their implemen-
tation would benefit from quantum bits’ advantages, e.g.,
their higher noise resilience and greater information power.
However, in [32], it was found that the communication costs
in quantum networks are at least twice the cost of traditional
networks using the same number of parameters. Furthermore,
Table 1 provides updated protocols and improvements related
to quantum communications.

III. QUANTUM FUNDAMENTALS
A. QUANTUM BITS
The classical analogue bit in quantum mechanics is called
a qubit, represented by 2 and a two-state system, a super-
position of 0 and 1 at the same time. Any two-state system
can encode qubits, such as spin of electrons, nuclear rota-
tion, and photon polarization. However, photons are ideal for
naming qubits in communications domain because photons
maintain recoverable interactions among other particles. As a
result, qubits can maintain their polarization state for a long
time [43].

Hence, the mathematical representation of the qubit is:
|2〉 = α |0〉 + β |1〉 where α and β are the probability
amplitudes of the photon to be 0 and 1, that is equal to

√
2,

respectively. The probability of outcome 0 is calculated by
squaring its corresponding probability amplitude |α|2 = 1/2.
Similarly with the outcome 1, resulted from |β|2 = 1/2,
where |α|2 + |β|2 = 1. Using the style, in terms of polari-
sation, the qubit can be written as |2〉 = α |H〉 + β |V 〉 with
half probability for the photon to outcome |H〉 or |V 〉 states.

B. QUANTUM ENTANGLEMENT
There are many standalone behaviors in quantum mechanics,
the most interesting of which is a quantum entanglement,
or teleportation. This phenomenon causes the photon status
to be passed automatically between many and remote loca-
tions [44]. A mechanism known as a spontaneous down con-
version produces such correlated photons where an intense
laser beam interacts non-linearly with the incident high
frequency on to a nonlinear crystal. In 1935, the EPR para-
dox, symbolises Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen scientists,

has discovered this hypothesis. Such conduct was viewed as
unlikely when facts are violated, and Einstein often referred
to it as spooky action at a distance because the informa-
tion have been passes to the other side receiver instantly.
This is because the photons’ correlation takes zero time and
breaks the light’s speed limit by an ambiguous wave func-
tion, or called hidden variable [45]. However, this means
that it is possible to pump a crystal by one classical bit and
produce multiple photons [46]. In other words, it helps the
transmitter to send pairs of bits using a singular classical bit,
without using robust coding methods, without complicating
the primary devices. Furthermore, the photons are secured
automatically, and no further strategies for protection are
needed; where each generated photon may hold two states at
the same time, in contrary to classical bits, such as vertical
and horizontal states. At the reception side, the two states
photon decay and one of the two conditions is obtained by
a polariser. The twin photon automatically collapses to its
orthogonal condition, which causes the knowledge about the
second state to be understood from the first one. For instance,
when two entangled photons are generated, if the first receiver
detects horizontal, the second receiver shall detect vertical,
and vice versa, following the famous Bell states [47]. If more
than two photons are generated, their polarisation angle can
be distributed from 0 to 360 while keeping less orthogonality
properties.

C. QUANTUM CLOUD NETWORKS
A laser can be derived by the classical bits of a specific
classical UE; the laser then pumps the nonlinear crystal, pro-
ducing the entangled photons. These photons are transmitted
to the RRHs where this UE resides, using an optical fiber or
wireless channel. Subsequently, the photons are detected at
the RRHs, each with specific photon state, and the classical
bits are recovered. As a result, this process has duplicated the
classical bit to several bits at no additional expenses. When
the UE travels to the neighboring RRH, the information is
served immediately using these redundant bits (already sent
to the destination RRH at the time of photons generation).
The need for an X2-AP framework protocol for handover
signalling then is mitigated.

The legacy problem of the cloud radio access network
is thet it allows the UE to connect to the cloud center so
as its data to be processed, then these data are sent to the
UE through its RRH. The network delay is consequently
increased since the distances to the UEs are increased.
Moreover, further delay will be caused due to the control
plane, mostly handover process. If the handover takes place,
multiple packets will be exchanged between UE, destina-
tion BBU, source BBU, serving and packets gateways, and
mobility management units, this causes the cost of delay
and power consumption to be at high levels. Therefore, the
proposed approach uses entangled photons as direct trans-
mission signals between the associated handover units to
reduce these costs. This study however, utilises the hid-
den between the interconnected photons where changing
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the polarization state of one photon is directly affecting the
others.

D. QUANTUM HANDOVER
The classical handover procedure can be described,
as follows:
i. The UE receives a power level from a target RRHs and

reports these to its existing RRH (source RRH), the UE
uses RRC control signals for all possible target RRHs.

ii. The target RRH is selected to be the based on which one
the UE receives higher power from.

iii. The source RRH sends a handover request to target RRH
to plan the handover method with the required infor-
mation (e.g., RRH detail, UE context, resource blocks
mapping).

iv. The target RRH shall track the availability of necessary
resource, and sends a confirmation to the former RRH.

v. In the meantime, the UE will aim to access the target
RRH, transmitting the message to its target RRH ’RRC
Link Setup Complete.’ The latter then sends to the MME
a message telling the UE that its RRH has been updated.

vi. The MME sends UE details and the current position to
the SGWand PGW. Subsequently, the SGWsends down-
link packets to the target RRH rather than the source
RRH and recognizes the MME.

vii. Finally, the target RRH calls on the source RRH to finally
release the UE. This led to the end of the transition
process.

It is worth mentioning that the handover process in the
cloud architecture happens in the cloud center, where the
source and target BBUs are all together in the same place.
In contrast, the quantum handover happens amongst remote
parties. Below is some of the features for the quantum
method.
i Let us assume BBU1 serving RRH1 and BBU2 serving
RRH2. While the RRH1 UE transferred to RRH2, after
all, it serving (BBU1) could still be used, like photons
(converted into conventional bits at RRH) are rendered
from one bit of UE information. Again, The UE data is
then doubled and directed to RRH2, saving power and
time in the pool.

ii This means the UE can be moved to target RRH2 and
still be served by BBU1. This matter is very important
as the target RRH is not always ready for the handover,
not supported by X2-AP or does not own the required
resources on time. However, the UE’s requirement for
the status transfer is not requested to provide additional
control signals with the target BBU.

iii It provides free channels to transfer photons between
RRHs and Cloud Centers using optical fibers.

iv The study has shown that the X2-AP protocol faces a
significant loss in classical communications, which can
be described as unreliable and scalable [48].

v Classically, the X2-AP interface can be upgraded to the
latest in both BBUs, which is tedious and costly [49].
Thus, entanglement can be a legitimate solution.

vi The transition process has begun even before the transfer
being sought due to sparing more than entangled photons.

vii Some BBUs have no X2-AP interface within the network
architecture traditionally; the S1 protocol is a replace-
ment in this case. TwoBBUs carry out the handover along
with the MME. In this case, the interconnection approach
applies to an optimal relief of X2 and S1 to carry out the
switch.

IV. SYSTEM EVALUATION
In more details, the classical handover can be described in
Algorithm 1:

Algorithm 1 Classic Handover
Evaluate UE position
Evaluate UE measurement, do
RRHs-MME (handover req)
MME-RRHt (handover req and Ack)
MME-RRHs (handover command)
RRHs-MME (Status transfer)
RRHs-SGW (forward UE data)
MME-RRHt (status transfer)
SGW-RRHt (forward UE data)
RRHt-MME (Notify handover)
MME-SGW (Modify bearer request)
SGW-MME (Modify bearer response)
MME-RRHs (Context release command)
RRHs-MME (Context release comp)

The quantum handover is relying on performing each
of the steps of Algorithm 1 but utilising the photon states of
the entangled photons, where |ψ1|, |ψ2|, |ψ3| and |ψ4| are the
final photon states (after detection) of four entangled photons,
as shown in Algorithm 2.

In Fig. 1, when the UE of RRH1 moves to the next RRH2,
the cloud sends the UE data to all the surrounding RRHs of
the UE, enabling copy-free of such data, thanks to the genera-
tion process of entangled photons. Meanwhile, if the sending
eNodeB informs theMME about the handover, the former can
utilise the hidden quantum channel to pass the information to
the latter. Passing the information can simply be implemented
by changing the polarisation of the former, the latter will
change immediately at no time.

We first examined the UE position, where the UE informs
the serving RRH of its RCC measurements. Once the deci-
sion is made, several connections has to be made to finally
release the UE to the target RRH, as shown in Algorithm (1).
After receiving the measurement of the UE, the serving
RRH (RRHs) sends communicates with the MME to inform
about the handover process, theMME in turn, informs the tar-
get RRH and finds if it has the required resources, with han-
dover request and acknowledgment signals. Then the MME
commands the RRHs of the handover. The later sends the UE
status to the MME and UE data to the SGW to establish the
new channel for the UE. Then more communications to be
done amongst the participants to finally release the UE. In the
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Algorithm 2 : Quantum Handover
Evaluate UE position
Evaluate UE measurement
Trigger Entanglement, do
Change |ψ1| SeNodeB- receive |ψ2| MME
ChangeMME |ψ2|-receive TenodeB |ψ3|(handover req and
Ack)
MME |ψ2|-SeNodeB |ψ1| (handover command)
MME |ψ2|-SeNodeB |ψ1|(handover command)
SeNodeB |ψ1|-MME |ψ2| (Status transfer)
SeNodeB|ψ1|-SGW |ψ4|(forward UE data)
MME-RRHt (status transfer)
SGW |ψ4|-RRHt |ψ3|(forward UE data)
RRHt-MME (Notify handover)
MME|ψ2|-SGW |ψ4|(Modify bearer request)
SGW |ψ4|-MME |ψ2|(Modify bearer response)
MME|ψ2|-RRHs |ψ1|(Context release command)
RRHs |ψ1|-MME |ψ2| (Context release comp)

FIGURE 1. Quantum handover process architecture.

quantum handover, presented in the Algorithm 2. In the latter,
the classical signals are replaced with state changing proce-
dure. The advantage of such method is the time reduction.
The polarisation of the states, once it is perturbed, the other
correlated states are all responded and be collapsed. This
situation can happen amongst whatever units that participate
in the handover procedure.

A. CLASSICAL DELAY
The time delay of this process can be analysed by evaluating
the time of each sub-control operation due to the handover
process. Although, the classical handover timing diagram
depends on the latest technologies related to manufacturing
the servers responsible for processing, manipulating, and

sending the necessary control signals. However, the over-
all timing for the classical handover procedure is taking a
remarkable cost that may cause of the outage in the UE’s con-
nection, loss of power, increased delay and lack of network
reliability. The delay is analysed in many steps before know-
ing the differences between classical and quantum methods.
We have denoted the MME with m, sending RRH with s,
target RRH with t , and gateway with g. That is Dsm means
the delay between the sending RRH and MME, Dmt , denote
the delay between the MME and target RRH. Moreover, the
delay between the MME and serving gateway is denoted by
Dmg, and so on.

The overall delay of the classical method is the combina-
tion of processing delay and channel distance delay. The pro-
cessing delay in the classical handover is known in the range
of several milliseconds. If the handover request operation is
evaluated, the delay of sending, channel and receiving will be
evaluated, as follows:

Dsm = Dps + dsm + D
p
m (1)

where Dps represents the processing delay of the sending
RRH, dsm is the distance delay between the sending RRH
and the MME, and Dpm is the processing delay of the MME.
Moreover, the delay of the handover request between the
MME and target RRH (Dmt ) is calculated as:

Dmt = Dpm + dmt + D
p
t (2)

where Dpt is the processing delay of the target RRH, and
dmt denotes the distance between them. This procedure will
continue until the UE is finally released.

B. QUANTUM DELAY
In the quantum case, there also be a delay that is originated
from the process of generating the entangled photons. The
delay in the quantum case mostly happens in the circuit
responsible for synchronising, elaborating and measuring the
photons states amongst the different RRHs. In addition, there
is another delay that happens when the tagged RRH informs
other RRHs about its measuring state, classically, so the other
RRHs detect whether their collapse states are correct or not.
Accordingly, the RRHs error-correcting the received states,
quantum wise.

The first delay consumer unit is the polarisation measure-
ment at the receiving side, where the sending RRH measurs
its polarisation due receiving a classical signal revealing the
state of the sending RRH. Subsequently, the receiving RRH
examined if its final state was correct or not. If not, correct-
ing this state is mandatory using quantum error correction
by re-sending the entangled photon. Suppose the classical
signal being transmitted at the same time of measuring the
state. We have denoted the delay due to the classical channel
at each unit by dc, this delay will be for all participating
units. However, the delay of receiving the entangled photons
is divided by two parts: the first is the delay of receiving
detector at each unit, or called response time, denoted byDres,
second, the delay of translating this photon to a classical bit,
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denoted by Dpdri. Hence, the total delay in the quantum case
is summarised as follows:

Dqd = Dres + dc + D
p
dri (3)

C. QUANTUM CONSUMPTION
We have assumed the total power consumption of the net-
work, denoted as PQT included twomain parts: the traditional
power consumption and the quantum. The power consump-
tion of the traditional cloud is Ptraditional , and the power
consumption of quantum side is Pquantum.

PQT = Pquantum + Ptraditional (4)

The former mainly contains the BBUs and the RRHs. The
BBUs are responsible for processing the base band signals
and the arrived/transmitted packets of the UEs. The server
power consumption is denoted as Pserver , where a group of
servers assemble the cloud center. There are other consump-
tions within the cloud such as the power overhead, and fiber
losses. It is worth mentioning that the server consumption
itself is not a fixed value, it is directly proportional to the
number of processed packets, i.e. the bandwidth (BW ). The
change in its consumption ∂Pserver to the change of the band-
width ∂BW is equivalent to a constant, as follow:

∂Pserver
∂BW

= αPserver (5)

when solving this equation, it produces:

Pserver (BW ) = Pinitialserver exp
αBW (6)

The server power consumption as a function of the band-
width is the initial power consumption that is affected by
the constant and the bandwidth. When the is no band-
width (no load), the server power consumption is only
its initial power consumption, i.e. idle mode of operation.
In addition, id we assume the total number of operating
servers is C , the total servers power consumption is repre-
sented by PTservers. However, the cloud, as mentioned earlier,
included other consumptions, that are also proportional to
the total servers consumptions. These losses are summed by,
AC-DC, DC-DC, and cooling power consumptions. Gener-
ally, these consumptions are due to power losses. For exam-
ple, the AC power is not efficiently converted to the DC
power (required for operating the servers). As such, the DC
power is not perfectly converted to the required value of
DC power (required to each unit in the server and the cloud).
Hence, we have assumed these consumption as power losses.
The AC-DC is represented by σAC , the DC-DC consumption
is denoted by σDC , and cooling consumption is represented by
the factor σcooling. Subsequently, the cloud power consump-
tion is formulated as follows:

Ptraditional =
PTservers

σAC × σDC × σcooling
(7)

And this is valid for only one cloud. If there is more than
one cloud, the above formula is repeated as many as the cloud
centers.

The other part of the cloud consumption is the RRH,
we have denoted this consumption as (PRRH ). The power
consumption of this unit contains the radio unit (PRADIO),
power amplifier (PAMP). This unit is also submitted to the
overhead losses, but not the cooling, as its consumption is
low and does not requires cooling.

PRRH =
PAMP + PRADIO
(αAC )(αDC )

(8)

where PAMP = Ptr,ue/σpa is formulated as the transmitted
signal to the UEs Prrh,ue to its efficiency ηAMP. Hence, the
total power consumption of the traditional part is updated to
the following, as pursues:

Ptraditional =
PTservers

σAC × σDC × σcooling
+
PAMP + PRADIO
(αAC )(αDC )

(9)

The quantum part of the network can also be divided into
two parts, the first part is the quantum cloud part, denoted
as PQC . The second part is the quantum RRH part, denoted
as PQR. In the former, there are several components that are
required to perform the necessary quantum computations.
It is to be noted that the uplink communications is always
classical, and the downlink is quantum. This required a laser
in the cloud center to pump the BBU crystal that generates
the entangled photons and send them to the RRHs. The uplink
procedure can be done classically and no need for the detector
in the cloud. At the RRH, it is required several units, a detector
to receive the photon, a driving circuit, and a polarisation
synchroniser. Hence, the power consumption of the quantum
cloud PQC is equivalent to PQC = Plaser , while the PQR can
be given as follow:

PQR = Pdet + Pdriver + Psynch (10)

Hence, the quantum power consumption can be summed
as

Pquantum = PQR + PQC (11)

D. ENERGY EFFICIENCY
Among the different network metrics, energy efficiency is an
important metric to evaluate, considering power consumption
as a parameter. In this work, the energy efficiency gain is
evaluated to show the importance of the proposed method.
The EE can be defined as the transmitted data rate (bits/s
or bps) to the power consumption (Watt). This means how
much data rate is transmitted when consuming one Watt of
power, i.e. (bps/W). As a matter of the fact, each classical
protocol happens at different bandwidth than the data plane
bandwidth, in this work, we have assumed the bandwidth
as 10 MHz.

CRate =
M∑
m=1

BW log2(1+
PTc,mHm rm
AWGN + Im

) (12)

where CRate denotes the classical data rate, M is the total
number of RRHs, AWGN is the additive white Gaussian
noise, Ptc,m is the transmitted power the m − th antenna,
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and Hm is the channel gain of the RRH m. The rm = d−αm
represents the path loss, dm is the distance of the RRH m
to the target RRH. α is path loss exponent, Im denotes the
interference from other RRHs up on the tagged channel m.
Subsequently, the EE formula can be produced for the classi-
cal network as follows:

EEtraditional =
CRate

Ptraditional
(13)

In the quantum case, the data rate is already embed-
ded within the entanglement quantum channel that happens
instantly without classical considerations. However, for the
sake of comparison, the bandwidth of the laser can be con-
sidered as the required bandwidth for the quantum case,
as follows:

QRate =
M∑
m=1

BW log2(1+
PTq,mPr(m,M )

Lossm
) (14)

where

Pr(m,M ) =
∫
dλρ(λ)pa1(m, λ)pan(M , λ) (15)

denotes the coincidence probability amongst the measure-
ments of RRH m and other RRHs M , pa1(m, λ) is the detec-
tion probability of particle a in the direction of RRH m,
sharing the same value of the hidden variable λ. Subsequently,
pan(M , λ) is the detection probability of particle an in the
direction of other RRHs M , an is the indication of particle
number n, and n ∈ 1 : N denotes the total number of entan-
gled photons. In addition, ρ(λ) represents the probability of
the produced photon state. PTq,m represents the transmitted
power of the laser of the RRHm, Lossm denotes the network’s
loss budget on the RRH m, which includes number of fiber
splices, connectors, dispersion and distance. Subsequently,
the EE can be calculated as:

EEquantum =
QRate
Pquantum

(16)

E. SYSTEM COMPLEXITY
The complexity of the proposed methods relies upon the
continuous moving UEs. The proposed method is aimed to
surround the moving UE with entangled photons so as its
data plane constantly be available and the hidden channels
can operate. When the UE moves to cells that are not within
the entanglement zone (where the fisrt set of photons are
distributed), this case causes the UE to shift to the classical
handover. This problem can be realised by predicting the
direction of the UE and providing the extra cells with the
entangled photons. Another solution is to providemore entan-
gled photons in all directions around the UE. Another prob-
lem is that the RRHs are practically not uniformly distributed,
based on hexagonal or circular shapes. Our work used the
Poison point process to deploy the RRHs, a more practical-
oriented paradigm that conveys real-time cell shapes. This
matter requires an optimisation process to predict which RRH

is closer to the UE and represents its surrounding cell. How-
ever, the more entangled photons to be used, the more cells
can participate in the UE perimeter. Non the less, this process
must continue to operate as long as the UE moves, providing
a collar coverage for the next direction of the UE. However,
generating more entangled photons is more complex than
fewer photons, so the states of the generated photons become
more challenging to distinguish. This matter requires more
caring on the receiving side so as the tagged state will be
purified.

V. RESULTS
There are participant units involved in the handover process,
these are source RRH, target RRH, MME and SGW, we have
assumed the distance of the source RRH to theMME 100 km,
the distance of MME to target RRH is 100 km, the distance
between source RRH to SGW is 100 km, while the distance of
SGW to target RRH is 100 and finally, the distance of MME
to seving GW is 50 km. These five distances have been sug-
gested to show the existed connection amongst these parties
no matter howmany repetitive connections happen during the
handover process. These distances are used to produce the
channel delay of these wireless links. This wireless link can
easily be replaced with optical fiber channels to compare and
show another results of this work. In addition, the processing
delay of the source RRH is assumed to be 3 ms, the target
RRH is 3 ms, the MME unit is 15 ms and SGW is 5 ms.
These has been added to the processing delay to produce
the final delay that is shown in Fig 2. In the two-photon
scenario, more delay will be produced than the three or four
photon cases due to more ping-pong signalling required. This
means the more photons to be generated, the more efficient
the system will perform. Note that when calculating the final
delay of the source RRH-MME link, the processing delay
in the source RRH occurs 5 times, so does the MME, as in
Algorithm 1. Hence, the total delay of this link is equivalent
to the link delay, in addition to 5 times the processing delay.
Similarly with other links, such as MME-target RRH shown
in Fig 3. Subsequently, the total delay of the traditional case
is produced by jointly adding the delays of all links. The
delay in the quantum case is also produced the same way,
the processing delay of the laser, detector and the driving
units, as shown in Table 2, have been jointly added to the
total quantum delay.

In Fig 4, the power consumption has been presented with
respect to the number of UEs. We have assumed the number
of BBUs is 20, RRHs is 50. We also assumed the worst
case scenario, where the X2 protocol consumes only 10% of
the power consumption of the classical server, this amount
has been deducted in the quantum case to gain such power.
It shows when the number of UEs increases, the amount of
power saving increases too. However, practically speaking,
the network may contains thousands or million of UEs that
moves constantly during the day. Hence, this saving can be
further increased. In addition, Fig 5 show the power consump-
tion of the two networks when the X2 protocol consumes
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FIGURE 2. Latency of the networks, quantum and traditional with respect
to the number of entangled photons.

TABLE 2. Model parameters.

FIGURE 3. Latency of the networks, quantum and traditional showing the
effect of delay gain when using different number of photons.

20% of the power consumption of the classical server. This
case has gained more power as it reduces the amount of the
classical X2 handover from the quantum case.

Later, the power consumption has been utilised to produce
the energy efficiency, the average data rate was first calcu-
lated using the channel capacity formula. In the latter, the
power from the RRH to the UEs was distributed based on the

FIGURE 4. Power consumption with respect to the number of UEs, when
the X2-AP protocol consumes only 10% of the classical server power
consumption.

FIGURE 5. Power consumption with respect to the number of UEs, when
the X2-AP protocol consumes 20% of the classical server power
consumption.

FIGURE 6. Energy efficiency with respect to the number of UEs when the
power consumption is 10 %.

UEs distances to the tagged RRH, the nearest the UE to the
RRH, the less received power. Additive white Gaussian noise
has been suggested, the channel gain is also calculated.More-
over, Fig. 6 shows the energy efficiency of the network when
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FIGURE 7. Energy efficiency with respect to the number of UEs when the
power consumption is 20 %.

the power consumption is 10% less in the server compared to
the classical one.Where in case of 20%, the energy efficiency
of the quantum network will be further increased. However,
the energy efficiecny and the power consumption behave
differently because in the former, the data rate will drive
the increment of the power consumption towards exponential
and linear behaviours, at the same time. First, Exponential
this can happen as the UEs are still bandwidth and power
hungry, which drives the average data rate to exponentially
increase from zero to higher values while serving almost
first 50 users in the network. After that, the scarce resources of
the system urge to share the bandwidth and power transmitted
amongst all the 300 UEs, which makes the system increases
almost linearly while increasing the number of UE. It is worth
mentioning that the number of UEs may fluctuates at each
Monte-Carlo iteration as Poison point process distribution
has been implemented to generate the UEs and the RRHs.
Finally, the cloud center has been assumed in the center of
the geographical area.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper showed how quantum entanglement can be used
in classical cellular communications to improve the perfor-
mance of the X2 application (X2-AP) protocol. We have
concluded that the power consumption have been decreased
to approximately 20% in the quantum case compared to the
traditional network by increasing the number of UEs. Sim-
ilarly, the delay has decreased while increasing the number
of entangled photons used to connect the RRHs and other
network parties. It is worth mentioning that the delay of two
photons case is more than the traditional case since there
will be enlarged number of background communications
and synchronisation. However, by increasing the number of
photons to four and more, the delay decreases compared to
the traditional network by about 40%. Finally, the energy
efficiency increases in the quantum case by decreasing the
power consumption by about 10% as the number of UEs
increases.

In the future, the quantum entanglement can be used not
only amongst the RRHs, but amongst the RRHs and the

cloud centre. This results in updating the cloud, MME and
SGW without time cost. It was expected that this method can
further improve quality of service regarding the time. How-
ever, the concurrent trade-offs have to be analysed regarding
the power consumption and system complexity. The latter
can be realized by the means of artificial intelligence and
quantum computing algorithms to control the procedure of
photons transmission, receiving, purifying the photon polar-
ization’s states, updating the handover participants and error
correcting the undetected photons. Furthermore, increasing
the performance of the proposed method to cover RRHs that
are not connected to the same cloud center, this may impose
additional complexity. The latter is represented by initiating
more channel for synchronising and tracking the UEs.
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